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Abstract 

Managing service firms is different from managing other firms. In the knowledge 
intensive firms of the post-industrial society, non-observable assets as management 
capabilities and competences, technical knowledge or tacit organizational routines, have 
impact on firm performance, so they should be managed and reported. Managing intellectual 
capital is the managing of knowledge. For long now literature distinguishes between two main 
knowledge management strategies: exploitation and exploration. In reality, most firms engage 
in both activities simultaneously because they manage concurrent projects at different stages 
in the product development process.  We believe strategic choices addressing knowledge 
management need a powerful methodology to operate. Answering to that need we propose the 
Measure, Manage and Report Intellectual Capital (MMRIC) methodology. For more than 
a decade now, firms have been using non-financial performance indicators in their reporting 
systems in order to fully inform stakeholders on their performance, now we propose a 
comprehensive methodology to help them. 

Introduction 

Literature and practice present us with the challenge to develop useful tools to 
manage and report organizational knowledge, encompassed on the firm’s intangible assets. 
Bontis et al. (2002) suggests that intellectual capital represents the ‘stock’ of knowledge in an 
organisation. Intellectual capital relates to different organisational knowledge categories; tacit 
and explicit; individual and collective. Managing this stock of knowledge in the firm is the 
domain of knowledge management theorists (Bontis, 2002; Bontis et al., 2006; Choo and 
Bontis, 2002). 

So far the literature on intellectual capital disclosure has focused on two specific 
areas: The company annual report (Guthrie and Petty, 2000; Brennam, 2001; April and 
Bosma, 2003; Bontis, 2003; Bozzolan, 2003; Abeysekera and Guthrie, 2005); and the 
different intellectual capital reporting frameworks that have been proliferated over the last 
two decades (Sveiby, 2004). Intellectual capital report frameworks appear to suffer the 
problems of proliferation; the confusion as to which framework should be used to best 
communicate to stakeholders (Sveiby, 2004), and the lack of analytical tools which can be 
used by stakeholders to make comparisons between different firms’ intellectual capital and 
how intellectual capital is developed over time (Mouritsen and Bukh, 2003). 

Despite recent empirical work done (He and Wong, 2004; Han and Celly, 2008, 
Kale and Wield, 2008) we believe that the need for a theoretical framework to address 
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ambidexterity in firms is urgent. Still, some doubts and reservations concerning how to 
measure and disclose intellectual capital persist and one of the main challenges facing 
accounting is to include intellectual capital in the system of its measurement and disclosure 
(Fijałkowska, 2008). The identification of value creation drivers and their interrelations would 
is expected to improve resource allocation, performance measures, and the design of 
information systems (Ittner and Larcker, 1998). 

Managing service firms is different from managing other firms (Bowen and Ford, 
2002). Knowledge is the key element in competitive differentiation, even more relevant than 
money, especially in the service industry, like banks, consulters or information technology 
providers (Gratton and Ghoshal, 2003). In the knowledge intensive firms of the post-industrial 
society, non-observable assets as management capabilities and competences, technical 
knowledge or tacit organizational routines, have impact on firm performance (Curado, 2008), 
so they should be carefully managed and reported. At some point in time top management 
will have to face the choice of either adopting or rejecting the knowledge base approach to 
firms. In order to help the former and try to convert the later we propose a methodology to 
implement a complete strategic approach to knowledge management within the firm. 

Service firms differ from manufacturing ones because of the intrinsic 
characteristics presented; firstly, the close interaction between production and consumption 
(co-terminality) which contributes to the difficulties in distinguishing between product and 
process boundaries, secondly, the high information content of services which are mainly 
intangible in their nature, thirdly, there is a large and growing role played by human resources 
in service production, particularly on the sectors that are known as ‘pure’ services, such as 
professional services and fourthly, organisational factors, such as the link between front-office 
and back-office, play a critical role in producing and delivering services (Prajogo, 2006). 

Managing intellectual capital 

Intellectual capital presents a subset of components that account for the diversity 
enclosed: human capital; structural capital and relational capital. Human capital, in a 
simplified way, is defined as the knowledge embedded in the minds of all employees. 
Structural capital consists of the stock of knowledge that stays in the organisation when the 
employees go home. This consists of all of the non-human storehouses of knowledge 
contained in databases, filing cabinets, processes and electronic mail. Finally, relational 
capital consists of the knowledge embedded in external networks which consists primarily of 
knowledge about customers (Curado and Bontis, 2007). 

Managing intellectual capital is the managing of knowledge, for long now literature 
distinguishes between two main knowledge management strategies: exploitation and 
exploration (March, 1991; Lovas and Ghoshal, 2000; SubbaNarasimha, 2001; Choo and 
Bontis, 2002; Bierly and Daly, 2002; Ichijo, 2002; Knott, 2002; Zack, 2002). We have 
considered this typology in the methodology. Briefly, the exploitation knowledge 
management strategy values the transfer and the diffusion of knowledge within the 
organization; on the contrary, the exploration knowledge management strategy promotes 
innovation and the creation of new knowledge in the organizational setting (Curado, 2008). 

When comparing these two knowledge management strategies, it seams reasonable 
for us to propose to associate one to the effectiveness dimension and the other to the 
efficiency dimension this way: Exploration is related to innovation and externally driven, 
consequently easily associated to effectiveness; whereas Exploitation is related to process 
refinement and internally driven, and therefore easily associated to efficiency. Exploitation 
generates incremental knowledge with moderate but certain and immediate returns. 
Exploration, by contrast, generates new, unsettled knowledge with potentially high but 
uncertain and unpredictable returns (Liu, 2006) 



 

Regarding the ontological dimension of knowledge (the subject who knows) it 
repeatedly appears in literature at two levels: the individual one and the collective one, despite 
the terms used to refer to them. Ontologically we can consider the organization to be a 
cognitive entity (Cook and Yanow, 1995). When addressing knowledge management, several 
authors distinguish these two forms of knowledge (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995; Spender, 
1996b; De Carolis, 2002; Ichijo, 2002; Matusik, 2002; Fiol, 2003, Curado and Bontis, 2007), 
so we have to assume that knowledge is really able to present itself in two different forms: an 
individual one and a collective one. As a result, we recognize that knowledge management 
models should identify the phases each knowledge form is most accounted for.  

Following Curado and Bontis (2007) we accept small young and simple firms to 
focus on individual knowledge and intuitively explore to the most out of it. On the other hand, 
huge established corporations tend to explicit or implicitly exploit and benefit from collective 
knowledge. Either option is acceptable and has proved to work. Each one of them traduces a 
strategic choice that top management exercises on a daily basis through routines and decision 
making processes. We agree with the proposed evolutionary path presented by Curado and 
Bontis (2007) in the sense that it reflects the pattern most firms follow on their growth 
trajectory. 

Applying the MIC matrix (Curado and Bontis, 2007) may prove very successful, 
however, in reality, most firms engage in both activities simultaneously because they manage 
concurrent projects at different stages in the product development process. Yet, from a 
theoretical viewpoint, the exploration–exploitation model implies that a firm’s competency 
that is currently exploited must have been explored at some earlier time (Rothaermel and 
Deeds, 2004). The process that leads to direct innovation and commercial success can be 
attributable to the coordinated sequencing of exploration and exploitation as opposed to the 
selection of one or the other (Curado and Bontis, 2007).   

Ambidextrous knowledge management 

Lovas and Ghoshal (2000) propose that the combination of both strategies is 
possible. According to these authors, firms that apply both strategies in parallel will obtain 
synergies and best performances in the long run, and for several other authors the combination 
of both strategies is also an important option (Knott, 2002; Ichijo, 2002; Bierly and Daly, 
2002). Both strategies are not mutually exclusively, the ideal situation for the firm might be 
the balance between them (Zack, 2002).  

Exploration allows for knowledge creation that can drive the firm into news 
markets presenting new solutions. Exploitation generates funding to support innovation costs. 
Exploration without Exploitation is not economically sustainable in the long term, apart from 
subsidized activities. Exploitation without Exploration might result in the long run in 
exploring obsolete knowledge. Exploitation generates funding to support innovation costs. 
Exploration without Exploitation is not economically sustainable in the long term, apart from 
subsidized activities. Exploitation without Exploration might result in the long run in 
exploring obsolete knowledge (Curado and Bontis, 2009). 

Bierly and Daly (2002) present us the bimodal apprentice concept to relate to firms 
that strongly apply both strategies simultaneously. Such organizations develop new 
knowledge, radically different and innovative and, at the same time, they manage to keep 
creating value from pre-existing knowledge in the firm in a continuous and incremental way. 
According to the authors, a big firm should have some advantage over the smaller one in 
achieving to be a bimodal apprentice, as it is more capable to access the necessary resources 
and dispose of a complex structure able to manage multiple sub-cultures. 

Knott (2002) proposes the existence of a complementary effect between the two 
opposite strategies to allow for strategic triumph: firm success in competitive environments 



 

involves Exploitation of existing firm competencies, while surviving in dynamic 
environments involves the Exploration of new competencies. Ichijo (2002) also considers the 
simultaneous dual option as the one involving the use of both knowledge management 
strategies in order to be able to manage different knowledge categories. According to the 
authors, the two strategies are indispensable to enlarge the firm’s competitive advantage. 

In reality, most firms engage in both activities simultaneously because they manage 
concurrent projects at different stages in the product development process. Yet, from a 
theoretical viewpoint, the Exploration – Exploitation model implies that a firm’s competency 
that is currently exploited must have been explored at some earlier time (Rothaermel and 
Deeds, 2004). 

The Measure, Manage and Report Intellectual Capital methodology (MMRIC) 
We believe strategic choices addressing knowledge management lack a powerful 

methodology to operate. According to Jarboe (2005) Knowledge-based assets information 
system measurements can and should be part of business reporting: current balance sheet 
statement can include knowledge-based assets for reporting purposes; reporting performance 
measures and metrics of intangibles can be included in a separate section of the financial 
statements and the report can contain a value-creation model (Rodgers, 2007). 

In order to give answer to literature demands on operational knowledge 
management tools, and to help top management we propose the Measure, Manage and 
Report Intellectual Capital (MMRIC) methodology. We’ve ensured that the scope of the 
proposed methodology is explicitly stated and a parsimonious approach led us to be very 
careful when choosing measures. Regarding the adequacy of these measures, we believe to 
offer high explanatory power running on theory-based measures, being contingent upon the 
specification of relationship and having the measures strongly developed on previous 
theoretical as well as empirical work. 

We’ve developed the MMRIC to be applied in a sequence that ensures the fit 
between the firm overall strategic choices and the knowledge management strategy 
formulation: 

Figure 1 MMRIC landscape 
 
1 - Overall firm strategic choice 

 
 
 

2 - IC drivers and measures choice       
 
 

3 - Ambidextrous knowledge management   MMRIC 
strategy formulation encompassing:    landscape   

Exploitation and Exploration       
   

 
 

4 - IC Control and Report 
 
 
IC drivers and measures choice 
Following Simons (1999) Marginson (2002) presents us with a useful analysis of the 

relationship between management control systems (MCS) and strategy formulation. Taking 
into account MCS influence manager’s strategic activities, we consider that the firm’s IC 



 

drivers and measures chosen will impact on the knowledge management formulation. Since 
exploration is efficacy and future oriented and exploitation is efficiency and present oriented, 
we believe different measures may be needed to embrace the total diversity involved in 
knowledge management.  

Figure 2 General relationships between MCS and strategy 
 

 
 

Source: Marginson, 2002 
Managers can gather some of the measures need from the balanced scorecard 

(BSC) if they have adopted one. They will find different IC drivers and measures coming out 
of BSC at the four levels; the financial, customers, internal processes and learning and 
growth. According to literature the BSC concept should evolve from an information system to 
a strategic management system. The BSC tool embodies a powerful management control 
system (MCS), since it is a true strategy map (Kaplan and Norton, 2004), what Speckbacher, 
Bischof and Pfeiffer (2003) called the BSC Type III (a strategic management system that 
implements strategy via communication, action plans and incentives). 

Table 1 General relationships IC components, drivers and measures (Exploration 
vs Exploitation oriented) 

 



 

IC 
comp 

IC Drivers Exploration 
Measures 

Exploitation 
Measures 

St
ru

ct
ur
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ita

l 
Databases / Archives Statistics of database /archives inputs Statistics of database/archives use 
Research and 
Development 

R&D projects solutions creation R&D projects solutions 
application 

Telecommunication Telecommunication use for 
innovation 

Telecommunication use for 
sharing knowledge 

Patents Statistics of registered patents 
creation 

Statistics of registered patents use 

Innovation Statistics of innovations occurrence Statistics of innovations use 
Leadership Leadership index Leadership index 
Job descriptions / 
manuals 

Inventory of Manuals, Codes and Job 
descriptions 

Inventory of Manuals, Codes and 
Job descriptions 

Intellectual property Statistics of new intellectual property 
rights 

Statistics of intellectual property 
rights use 

Trademarks Statistics of new trademarks Statistics of trademarks use 
Philosophy Inventory of code of ethics Inventory of code of ethics 
Management process Formalized exploration management 

processes inventory 
Formalized exploitation 
management processes inventory 

Corporate culture Inventory of corporate culture 
creative values 

Inventory of corporate culture 
replication values 

Information systems Inventory of management 
information systems 

Inventory of management 
information systems 

Knowledge Sharing Statistics of new knowledge sharing 
practices 

Statistics of knowledge sharing 
practices use 

Intranet Statistics of new Intranet use Statistics of Intranet established 
use 

Collective knowledge Statistics of creative Team work Statistics of replicated Team work 
Routines Inventory of innovation Manuals, 

Codes and Routines descriptions  
Inventory of replication Manuals, 
Codes and Routines descriptions 

Strategic alliances Inventory of strategic alliances for 
innovation 

Inventory of strategic alliances for 
efficiency 

Brands Inventory of brands Inventory of brands 
Market share Statistics of Market share Statistics of Market share 
Partnerships Statistics of partners Statistics of partners 

R
el

at
io

na
l c

ap
ita

l 

Customers Statistics of customers Statistics of customers 
Suppliers Statistics of suppliers  Statistics of suppliers  
Distribution Channels  Statistics of distributing channels Statistics of distributing channels 
Customer loyalty Statistics of customer relationship Statistics of customer relationship 
Distribution networks Statistics of innovative  

complementary services and 
products 

Statistics of efficient  
complementary services and 
products 

Quality standards Statistics of quality in innovation 
processes 

Statistics of quality in 
standardization processes 

Brand recognition Statistics of brands Statistics of brands 
Reputation Statistics of ratings Statistics of ratings 

H
um

an
 c

ap
ita

l 

Employees Employees’ inventory and statistics  Employees’ inventory and 
statistics  

Individual Knowledge Statistics of individual learning Statistics of individual knowledge 
sharing 

Personnel retention Statistics on new staff Statistics of staff turnover 
Expertise Innovative expertise inventory and 

statistics 
Standardization expertise 
inventory and statistics 

Competence Innovative best practices inventory 
and statistics 

Standardized best practices 
inventory and statistics 

Education Employees’ education inventory Employees’ education inventory 
Employee benefits Employee benefits’ inventory Employee benefits’ inventory 
Know-how Organizational learning inventory 

and statistics 
Organizational  knowledge 
sharing inventory and statistics  

Employee satisfaction Employee’s satisfaction index  Employee’s satisfaction index 



 

Contributions from: 
Bose, 2004; Goldoni and Oliveira, 2006; Ax and Marton, 2007 and the authors. 

 
Ambidextrous knowledge management strategy formulation 
Once all IC drivers and its measures are known, a knowledge management strategy has to 

be formulated and implemented. The most suitable balance of exploitation and exploration 
should implement the strategic choices and capture market value creation opportunities, 
profiting on that. Bearing these in mind, managers should develop several actions to benefit 
from such opportunities in the firm context, taking advantage of their full potential by 
applying an adequate combination of the knowledge management strategies. 

Regarding the Exploration - Exploitation balance, firms need to make an option between: 
the refinement of an existing solution and the development of a new one. Organizations learn 
from experience how to divide resources between Exploration and Exploitation. Compared to 
returns from Exploitation, returns from Exploration are systematically less certain, more 
remote in time and organizationally more distant from the locus of action and adoption. 
Organizations, through adaptive processes, characteristically improve Exploitation more 
rapidly than Exploration. The advantages of Exploitation cumulate. Each increase in 
competence at an activity increases the likelihood of rewards for engaging in that activity, 
thereby further increasing the competence and the likelihood of rewards (March, 1991). 

Since organizations that choose one of the strategies to rent its knowledge base generally 
don’t use the other one, organizational choices result in different kinds of structure, culture 
and organizational capabilities most adequate to the strategy adopted (Bierly and Daly, 2002). 
Nonetheless, according to March (1991), understanding the choices and improving the 
balance between Exploration and Exploitation in the organizations is difficult by the fact that 
returns from the two options vary not only with respect to their expected values, but also with 
respect to variability, their timing, and their distribution within and beyond the organization 
(Curado and Bontis, 2009). 

If a firm engages exclusively in Exploration, it will suffer from not gaining back the 
returns of its knowledge creation. On the contrary, a firm that engages exclusively in 
Exploitation will suffer from knowledge reuse till its obsolescence. The basic problem 
confronting an organization is to engage in sufficient Exploitation to ensure its current 
viability and, at the same time, to devote enough resources to Exploration to ensure its future 
viability (Levinthal and March, 1993). 

Han and Celly (2008) suggest firms need to balance some apparently paradoxical forces in 
order to achieve superior performance. According to these authors, firms that are able to 
transform inherent tensions between exploitation (characterized by refinement, 
standardization and efficiency) and exploration (characterized by learning, innovation and a 
high risk nature promising high returns) into complementary effects, thus developing 
ambidexterity, achieve sustainability and superior performance.  

Following several authors (Levinthal and March, 1993; Lovas and Ghoshal, 2000; Bierly 
and Daly, 2002; Ichijo, 2002; Knott, 2002; Zack, 2002; He and Wong, 2004; Rothaermel and 
Deeds, 2004; Liu, 2006; Han and Celly, 2008) and considering that central component of 
success is the maintenance of a balance between knowledge exploitation and knowledge 
exploration within an organization (Liu, 2006), we propose that firms engage in both 
knowledge management strategies simultaneously, and therefore become true ambidextrous 
organizations. 

However, there should be a balance between the resources allocated on both exploitation 
and exploitation, when these co-exist. As a result we can conceptualise knowledge 
exploitation and exploration at different levels (from extreme low to extreme high levels) 



 

leading to a matrix depicting the different combinations between them and presenting the four 
profiles of knowledge management combinations generated. 

Liu (2006) analyses the four quadrants of such matrix and identifies the competency trap 
areas, addressing the imbalanced profiles, resulting from excessive use of one of the 
knowledge management strategies. These situations can emerge from high exploitation levels 
combined with low exploration levels – competency trap 1 – or the opposite combination of 
high exploration levels combined with low exploitation levels – competency trap 2. In each 
off-diagonal case, organizations conduct a balanced knowledge management and positive 
interaction of knowledge exploitation and knowledge exploration. Such positive interactions 
help organizations avoid falling into competency traps. 

 Antecedents of competency traps tend to explain how firms get in such imbalanced 
situations. Competency trap 1 condition usually is associated to the existence of exploitative 
prior knowledge and experience; efficiency focused strategies; old and large firms, 
conservative managerial beliefs; tight customers’ relationships; conservative organizational 
culture; stable environments. Competency trap 2 condition usually is associated to the 
existence of exploratory prior knowledge and experience; first mover strategies; young and 
small firms, risk-taking managerial beliefs; entrepreneurial organizational culture; turbulent 
environments (Liu, 2006). We can recognise services firms in both these two opposite 
theoretical extreme profiles, as a result, they are not immune to these trap situations.  

Figure 4 Different combinations of knowledge management strategies 

 
Source: Liu, 2006 

IC Control and Report 
Once the chosen strategy has been implemented, it is necessary to put in practice a 

system to control for the results coming out of it. In order to achieve such objective managers 
need to have constant data inputs to feed on the IC drivers and its measures and update them. 
For such purpose, managers have to guarantee that a permanent inflow of information is 
assured, allowing for an ongoing registering of all chosen indicators that affect the course of 
action of the elected strategy. The data collection should be sustained by the ones that are 
better located in the firm to do so, this way permitting that compilation and transmission of 
information is every person’s responsibility within the firm. 

IC control and report should reflect both the differences existing between each IC 
component and the different knowledge management strategies. IC drivers and measures from 
table 1 can be used to control and report the use of knowledge management strategies. When 
electing the most adequate drivers and measures for each firm, please consider that both 
knowledge management strategies are different regarding the return over time: Exploitation 
generates present rents; on the contrary, Exploration originates the capability to generate 
future rents (Tallman, 2001). 

Since exploration knowledge management strategy can be considered future 
oriented, the most adequate metrics to apply should be related to innovation and growth 
(Eriksen, 2005). Innovation is an exploration based strategy (March, 1991), characterized by 
discovery, risk-taking and experimentation (He and Wong, 2004), such activities generate 
future opportunities for sales growth, employee growth and market share (Han and Celly, 



 

2008). On the other hand, considering that exploitation knowledge management strategy is 
present oriented; the most adequate metrics to apply should be related to current issues 
(Eriksen, 2005). Standardization is an exploitation based strategy (March, 1991), 
characterized by refinement, implementation and efficiency (He and Wong, 2004), such 
activities generate more immediate returns, especially in stable environments share (Han and 
Celly, 2008). 

Discussion 

We consider this MMRIC to clearly configure a bridge between previous 
developed domains: intellectual capital components, drivers and measures; and knowledge 
management strategies matching metrics. By integrating these two fields and explaining how 
they complement and need each other, it is our strong conviction that researchers and 
practitioners will benefit. The ambidextrous approach we follow and strongly suggest in this 
paper is plainly visible in Table 1. Although there are certain limits to the application of the 
ambidexterity option, as below mentioned, we feel comfortable enough to present such 
framework for the sake of developing the knowledge management report and control field. It 
might also be argued that such proposed framework does apply outside the service industry 
boundaries; nevertheless we would like to support our choice on the intrinsic intensive 
knowledge essence of such limits, and thus the most adequate settings to implement such 
methodology. 

Limitations and further research 
Considering the presented combination of the knowledge management strategies 

(Liu, 2006), we also would like to present some reservations to the application of such 
framework to the off diagonal situations. An excessive imbalance towards exploitation might 
result in an adaptation to existing environmental demands that may foster structural inertia 
and reduce firms’ capacity to adapt to future environmental changes and new opportunities 
(Hannan and Freeman 1984). On the other hand, a disproportionate imbalance towards 
exploration might lead to continuous experimenting new alternatives and consequential 
reduction of the speed at which existing competencies are improved and refined (March 
1991). 

Despite the benefits associated to a balanced exploration-exploitation use in firms, 
we cannot elude the fact that trade-offs between exploration and exploitation are certainly 
necessary because they compete for scarce resources, (He and Wong, 2004). If firms opt to 
alternate the use of these knowledge management strategies we accept that the sequence in 
adopting them as opposite to simultaneity in their application reveals an apparent 
inconsistency in the proposed framework. We recognize that the most critical options might 
be related to timings and levels of at which these balances and imbalances occur. However we 
would like to emphasize that both activities occur simultaneously because firms manage 
several projects at different stages in the development process so that the firm’s competency 
that is currently exploited must have been explored at some earlier time (Rothaermel and 
Deeds, 2004). 

Several restrictions might be presented to this work regarding the lack of 
contingency variables, such as firm’s technological profile, environmental conditions, the 
CEO’s leadership type, organizational culture, dimension and structure, and the impact of 
previous investments and strategic choices. There are also some critical observations 
regarding the knowledge intensive essence of service firms, from which some arguments may 
arise related to the lasting doubts and reservations concerning how to measure and disclose 
intangibles resources, the inexistence of an adequate accounting system that truly captures and 
disclosures the correct value of knowledge, and the prevailing reduced application of the BSC 
in firms. Finally, we would like to state that in this article we present a theoretical model with 



 

no attached illustrating experimental or field study, as a result, this proposed framework lacks 
the final empirical test, for which we call other authors to future develop. 

There are also some critical observations regarding the knowledge intensive 
essence of service firms, from which some side arguments may arise related to: 1 - the lasting 
doubts and reservations concerning how to measure and disclose intangibles resources; 2 - the 
inexistence of an adequate accounting system that truly captures and disclosures the correct 
value of knowledge, and 3 - the prevailing reduced application of the BSC in firms.  
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